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---------------------

Dear: [email]
Of/At: [Page-domain]

We at Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) are sending this NEWS RELEASE/OPEN 
LETTER to every email address on public websites of searches conducted on foxnews.com And 
foxbusiness.com. If you believe you have received this NEWS RELEASE/OPEN LETTER by 
mistake, our apologies.

Please Note: 
The sending of this document is completely compliant with all state and federal laws 
including the federal CAN-SPAM ACT of 2003, which has jurisdiction of all email laws in 
the USA. Please read about the CAN-SPAM ACT and our email policy by copying and pasting 
the address in between (): (cfaba.org/cf01022.htm)

But, if you are unhappy you received this e-mail please click on the link immediately 
following this paragraph or at the bottom of this email. Your email address will be 
removed and you will receive a confirming email that you have been removed.  This is the 
only way that we commit to the removal of your e-mail address.
[UNSUBSCRIBE]

If however you decide to write to us and you are not a lawyer or representing a law firm 
and you are responding to our Invitation for legal representation then we consider those 
comments to be an "Open Letter(OL)" to us. Please read section 9 of our Email Policy by 
copying and pasting the address in between (): (cfaba.org/cf01022.htm#9)

This document can be e-mailed in its entirety and without change, from top to bottom in 
between the characters of --- at the very top and --- at the very bottom.  We have done 
something that makes it easier for people to get to this document.  We have created an 
easy (URL) which is: 
(cfaba.net/tc) once accessing this easy (URL) which is also called a "Redirect" you will 
automatically be forwarded and "Redirected" to where the printer friendly document is 
permanently published at: (openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/20200531_OL-2-Tucker-Carlson.pdf)

------------------
Subject:
A Special News Release to all at [Page-domain] of Open Letter(OL) to Tucker Carlson and 
all at foxnews.com And foxbusiness.com!
------------------

------------------
News Release:
Problems With The Dates Of Many foxnews.com And Possibly foxbusiness.com shows.
------------------

First published on: May 31, 2020 At: 23:55 (PDT)
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Last Edited On: June 01, 2020 At: 00:08 (PDT)

To interview and or invite Robert Colaco to be on your broadcast please call (818)574-8911
24/7.  Please allow for a maximum of two business days for a return phone call.  A British
sounding woman is on the outgoing voice mail system.

INDEX:

01.  Positive Statements About The "Tucker Carlson Tonight" Show:

02.  Problems With The Dates Of Many foxnews.com And Possibly foxbusiness.com Shows:

03.  Concerns With The Use Of Graphic Language:

04.  Please Extend My Delayed Happy Mother's Day Wishes:

05.  Our Legal System Is Broken!

06.  Conclusion:

------------------

01.  Positive Statements About The "Tucker Carlson Tonight" Show:

01.01.  I have greatly appreciated your show demonstrated by the as close to perfection or
100% viewing of each and every segment that I have watched that was posted on foxnews.com 
beginning on or about 00:21 2017-11-18 (the date that is at the very top of each segment) 
when I began watching your show and actually documenting me watching individual segments.

01.02.  In fact I have used information that you, Tucker Carlson[01] provided on your show
in my what I call "Accountability Sessions" mostly on the phone with government officials 
including but not limited to Michael Guerra[02][03][099][101][103][106][107].  Michael 
Guerra[02][03][099][101][103][106][107] is my designated contact person at the Los Angeles
County Department of Public Social Services(LACO DPSS).

01.03.01.  Unlike the "Unfair National Media" whom your Media companies compete against I 
have at least a 50.1% (the minimum amount that some elections can be won by) trust the 
information that I have received by watching pretty much most of foxnews.com[04] but 
especially your show, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01].  

01.03.02.  Thank you, thank you, thank you that I can most the time trust the information 
that I have received from Tucker Carlson Tonight[01].

------------------

02.  Problems With The Dates Of Many foxnews.com And Possibly foxbusiness.com shows:
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02.01.  I have been attempting to write an Open Letter(OL) to you and all of 
foxnews.com[01] and possibly foxbusiness.com.  I believe because I have been aware for 
sometime now that there are problems with the posting of your actual links where when a 
viewer such as yours truly, Robert Colaco clicks on the link to actually be able to watch 
that segment that date that is on that webpage is not the same date on the webpage that 
has your last number of segments of your show.

02.02.  I will demonstrate my point better with an example of one of the last segment that
I watched when I was attempting with great effort to finish this project no later than 
Mother's Day 2020 which of course I did not accomplish.  One example is of a show on 
Friday, May 8, 2020:

------------------

21:07 2020-05-08

video.foxnews.com/v/6155408182001?playlist_id=5198073478001#sp=show-clips

Tucker: Adam Schiff should resign
May. 09, 2020 - 11:40 - Rep. Adam Schiff and the entire apparatus of official Washington 
has been exposed by these transcripts, as well as by the documents just released in the 
Michael Flynn case.

I BELIEVE THE ACTUAL DATE OF VIDEO: May 08, 2020

------------------

02.03.  As you can see I began watching that segment at 21:07 2020-05-08 (Pacific Military
Time, PMT).  The title of that segment was "Tucker: Adam Schiff should resign".  And even 
allowing for the fact that your show, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01] is broadcast from the 
East Coast having a date of Saturday, May. 09, 2020 does not work since I do not believe 
that you record or broadcast your show, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01] normally on any days 
other than Monday through Friday.

------------------

02.04.  Also, on the webpage that has your various most recent segments[05] it stated the 
following:

 Tucker: Adam Schiff should resign
11:40
May 08, 2020
Tucker: Adam Schiff should resign
Rep. Adam Schiff and the entire apparatus of official Washington has been exposed by these
transcripts, as well as by the documents just released in the Michael Flynn case.

------------------
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02.05.  Obviously the example in 02.04.  directly above is the correct information.  
Again, however the webpage that has the actual segment that plays the actual video has the
incorrect date.  Normally, the day after.

------------------

02.06.  I have noticed these same problems with more than just your show, Tucker Carlson 
Tonight[01].  That is why I am sending this (OL) to every E-mail address that we have 
found on foxnews.com and foxbusiness.com!

------------------

03.  Concerns With The Use Of Graphic Language:

03.01.  Directly below is the text of my watching I believe of your segment titled: 
"Tucker: What exactly happened to Tara Reade?"

03.02.01.  The reason why I said "I believe of your segment titled" is because I do not 
want to watch that segment again to confirm that it is the correct segment that I am 
thinking of that it would have been my overwhelming preference to not have heard what 
interestingly enough your guest stated: "Judge Jeanine Pirro: I am not going to get 
graphic." I have copied and pasted what your webpage stated please see "03.05." directly 
below.  

03.02.02.  Judge Jeanine Pirro statement: "Judge Jeanine Pirro: I am not going to get 
graphic."  Please see "03.06." directly below.  I cannot over emphasize this point because
when you interviewed Judge Jeanine Pirro stopped at the point where as I said it would 
have been my overwhelming preference to not have heard past the point that Judge Jeanine 
Pirro stopped.

03.03.  I had a problem with what you did on that show and it would have been my 
overwhelming preference to be warned that your audience may want to mute the sound so that
they would not hear again Judge Jeanine Pirro statement: "Judge Jeanine Pirro: I am not 
going to get graphic."

03.04.01.  I well recognize that it is your show, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01].  Please, 
please, please the next time that you need to make or to have made on your show, Tucker 
Carlson Tonight[01] a graphic statement please give a warning for your viewers who might 
be sensitive to potentially being offended as I was.  

03.04.02.  Or, as I began writing this document on "Mother's Day in the year 2020" there 
could have been watching your show mothers, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01] by themselves or by
children whom they would have had "their overwhelming preference to not have heard" that 
graphic language.

------------------

03.05.  
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22:24 2020-05-05

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6154518342001?playlist_id=5198073478001#sp=show-clips

Tucker: What exactly happened to Tara Reade?
May. 06, 2020 - 6:40 - 'Tucker Carlson Tonight' investigates the allegation against Joe 
Biden.

I BELIEVE THE ACTUAL DATE OF VIDEO: May 05, 2020

------------------

03.06.  

20:01 2020-05-08

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6152746309001?playlist_id=5198073478001#sp=show-clips

Hillary Clinton endorses Joe Biden, ignores sexual assault claim against former vice 
president
Apr. 29, 2020 - 6:03 - Reaction from Judge Jeanine Pirro, host of 'Justice.'

Judge Jeanine Pirro: I am not going to get graphic.

------------------

03.07.01.  Lawyers both current and past that my awesome wife Gail have had have told me 
something to the effect of: "Robert, you repeat yourself over and over again.  Why don't 
you ask the question have I made myself clear and what have I made myself clear on?" 

03.07.02.  This is normally applicable for conversations that I am having on the phone. 
However, I believe that it is appropriate for the entire section of 03.  I believe that I 
have made myself clear on this point.  If for some reason I have not done so please do not
hesitate to contact me or to have someone from your media entity contact me.

------------------

04.  Please Extend My Delayed Happy Mother's Day Wishes:

04.01.  Since I know that you have spoken about your "kids" on either your show or The 
Rubin Report[06] show I would like you to extend my Happy Mother's Wishes to your wife.

04.02.  I would also like to extend my Happy Mother's Day Wishes to each and every Mother 
who is associated with foxnews.com and foxbusiness.com!  When I say "to each and every 
Mother" I mean not just the foxnews.com and foxbusiness.com television personalities but 
the actual workers at all levels of foxnews.com and foxbusiness.com which is of course why
I am sending this (OL) to every E-mail address that we have found on foxnews.com and 
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foxbusiness.com!

04.03.  Tucker Carlson, I believed that I would be able to finish this document and send 
it by Email so that you all would receive it in your Inbox by Monday morning May 11, 2020.
 I decided to stop the process of working on this document at about 2:00 AM on Monday 
morning May 11, 2020.  Finally, I am finishing this rather challenging yet needed to be 
done project.

------------------

05.  Our Legal System Is Broken!

05.01.   You, demonstrated on your show, Tucker Carlson Tonight[01] one such example of 
how Our Legal System Is Broken!

05.02.   In your interview with "Warren Norred, attorney for Shelley Luther", please see 
"05.03." directly below the statement that attorney "Warren Norred" made during "Warren 
Norred" conversation with you 'tiny tyrants for who they are' was a great many things 
including but not limited to Remarkable in light of his statement something to the effect 
of I am before a whole lot of Judges and so I do not want to say that.  Obviously, he was 
not confused about what he said or where he was saying it.  I was incredibly impressed by 
the fact of all if that is in this "05.02."

------------------

05.03.   

17:41 2020-05-08

video.foxnews.com/v/6154823791001?playlist_id=5198073478001#sp=show-clips

Attorney for jailed Dallas salon owner says coronavirus crisis exposed 'tiny tyrants for 
who they are'
May. 07, 2020 - 4:40 - Warren Norred, attorney for Shelley Luther, joins Tucker Carlson to
discuss the decision by a Texas judge to jail his client for reopening her salon during 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

------------------

05.04.   I was deeply saddened and disturbed by what I saw in your segment as demonstrated
by "05.03." directly above.  It reminded me of two disturbing points in my own history.  
One of those points was when I and my family were in Baghdad, Iraq after the 1967 six day 
Arab/Israeli war which Iraq was involved in.  

05.04.01.   I thought for the very first time in my life I would actually look up the Iraq
webpage at Wikipedia.  Previous to this research that I did for the very first time in the
writing of this Open Letter(OL) the information that I had about Iraq was my life being 
born there in 1957 and then leaving with family members about June of 1969 to begin the 
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journey to legally immigrate to the United States of America (USA).

05.04.02.Q.   You might be wondering why I brought up the issue of "05.04." and beyond?

05.04.03.01.A.   I was attempting to make the point that after that "1967 six day 
Arab/Israeli war which Iraq was involved in" the Iraqi government decided to do all they 
could do to seemingly communicate to its population that they were going to be ruthless to
"Israeli and American spies".  They also wanted to potentially scare their population 
about how swift their "justice" was.  

05.04.03.02.A.   I was only 10 years old at the time.  I do not remember whether I saw and
or heard on "National Media" which meant all the television and radio stations or I became
aware from my father who had worked for the American embassy in Baghdad, Iraq that the 
"judicial trial" went something like this: "Mr. __________, you have been charged with 
being a spy for Israel and or the (USA), how do you plead? 

05.04.03.03.A.   The "defendant" would say something to the effect of: "Not guilty".

05.04.03.04.A.   The "Judge" would then slam his gavel and would say something to the 
effect of: "Guilty, hang him".

05.04.03.05.A.   Without being graphic in my language and or descriptions the Iraqi 
government hanged numerous men in what would amount to be like a central park in the 
middle of Baghdad, Iraq.  

05.04.03.06.A.   Then they made sure that every one throughout Iraq "enjoyed the party" 
that they were invited to participate in, and like a July 4 celebration and ALL of the 
"Media" which was completely state controlled and that is all that they dealt with on that
day.

------------------

05.05.   In doing the research to deal with everything that I have said in "05.04." 
directly above and beyond I did a search of both "Iraq"[07] and "Israel"[08] on Wikipedia.
I actually printed those entire individual webpages since I am fairly confident that you 
would know that webpages on Wikipedia can be changed at any time and so I wanted to 
preserve the actual webpage when I saw it.

------------------

05.06.01.   On my "Political Bio"[100] webpage it states the following: "When I was a 
candidate for Congress between December 1988 and June 1992 my wife Gail and I came up with
the term Mediterranean Mut because it perfectly described my family background and 
genealogy."

It also states the following: "I decided to run as a candidate for the United States house
of representatives in December 1988 and later begin Citizens For A Better America(R) 
(CFABA.ORG) on October 15, 1992."
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I am extremely passionate about the United States of America not becoming one of those 
horrible countries that I, my parents, and my grandparents escaped from."

05.06.02.   On the front page of one of the websites/domains that CITIZENS FOR A BETTER 
AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG) owns and has content on, ourlegalsystemisbroken.com[09] it states 
the following:

------------------

Our Legal System Is Broken!

"As an organization we have often been asked who we support or endorse when it comes to 
the Judges. That has been a hard question to get an answer for. Judicial candidates have 
communicated to us that they can not answer our CFABA.ORG Candidate Questionnaire™ because
they can not be predisposed to an issue they may rule on. That has left the voter with 
little to go by but a name on the ballot. With the current trend of activist courts, a 
name is not enough.

Against the trend in politics, Robert was and is not a lawyer, this has lead to some very 
eye opening encounters with our current legal system. This website is one result of those 
eye opening encounters.

Robert, has a Christian prayer ministry and he often tells people he prays for, to be 
looking for how God has answered their prayers because God is going to answer them, maybe 
not the way they think but God is going to answer them. In this case some could say the 
joke was on him, because God chose to answer Robert's years of prayer,[10] for a way to 
elect good judges, by sending him to court with his own cases both criminal and civil 
showing him what was really going on in the judicial system.

There is much more to the story but just for the record the criminal charges against 
Robert and Gail were left as UTP, Unable To Proceed, after about 14 months of court, when 
Gail's mom the complainant, whom two doctors diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease, was moved
out of state by Gail's brother to keep Gail from getting conservatorship.So, bottom line 
Robert and Gail still DO NOT have a criminal record even though "The Prosecution Team" 
worked very hard to get them a criminal record."

------------------

06.  Conclusion:

06.01.Q.  You or someone reading this (OL) might be wondering why have I Robert Colaco 
taken the enormous time and energy to write this (OL)?

06.01.A.  You, Tucker Carlson[01] have clearly demonstrated to me, Robert Colaco, that you
and I are passionate about protecting our fellow country men and women.  You, Tucker 
Carlson[01] and I want to do ALL that we can do to protect our fellow Americans.  When I 
became a legal, naturalized American Citizen and I took the Oath of Allegiance[11] to do 
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just that in 1976 as a 19 year old I took that Oath of Allegiance[11] very, very, very 
seriously.

06.02.01.  I also wanted You, Tucker Carlson[01] to know that after I watched you, Tucker 
Carlson[01] I believe it was being a guest of The Rubin Report[06] where you spoke of your
Christian faith and attending an Episcopal Church I began to pray for you by name.  

06.02.02.  I had already began to pray for all Christians worldwide on or about May 18, 
2018.  So, in essence I have prayed for you and every Christian on planet earth each and 
every day since then whether I knew who on planet earth were those who are Christians (God
certainly knows however), those who have accepted what Jesus Christ had done on the cross 
for them[12].

06.03.01.  Tucker Carlson[01], do not worry I have been praying for all those on planet 
earth not just those that are Christians but all of the over 7,000,000,000 (billion) 
people on planet earth.  On that possibility that you might be wondering how long it takes
me to pray on a daily basis, about 2 to 3 hours.  

06.03.02.  I am sharing these things with you because I have seen over my decades of 
prayer ministry that it helps people to know that there is someone that is praying for 
them.  

06.03.03.  One of the things that I pray for is for God to help Christians to know and to 
remember that as Philippians 4:13 states: "13 I can do all things through [a]Christ who 
strengthens me."[13] It is Jesus Christ that has and continues to help me to pray for you 
and every one that you know.

06.04.  There are so many more things that I could say but as I have said in more than one
document that I have written something to the effect of: "I am not attempting to write a 
book" in this (OL).

------------------

With All Sincerity, 
Robert Colaco [RC]
Volunteer National Chairman, Founder
CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG)

------------------
       NOTICE: NOTICE: NOTICE:

------------------

If you are receiving this document by e-mail, then each one of the links below all are 
completely identical.  They are all completely identical because each website link is for 
your e-mail address and your e-mail address only.  This is happening so that Your 
individual email is linked to that website link.  

When you click on the collectible information website link, it will take you to that 
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specific website link.  There is nothing to be concerned about, because it is our 
organization Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) that is sending you the emails 
that is getting that information.

The organization that is sending you the emails is under the control and leadership of 
yours truly, Robert Colaco.  The organization is:

Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG)

In an effort to do all that I, Robert Colaco, can do to minimize concerns over clicking on
those links that can be accessed with just a click, I have placed in that description the 
website address. Some who are reading this document may prefer to copy and paste the 
website link in their browser.  

As an example, to reach one of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) newest 
websites, you can copy and paste (ourlegalsystemisbroken.com). 

I have placed in the line directly above the website link that begins with (http://) the 
website address without the (http://) so that it can be copied and pasted into your 
Internet browser.  The copy and paste version will not have the (http://) because if it 
did it would automatically have the clickable website link (which is a very long clickable
link).

Also, since Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) has numerous websites that have 
content, I will list when that website is a Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) 
website.  Again, as an example, (ourlegalsystemisbroken.com) and (openletters.info) are 
Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) websites.

------------------

THIS OPEN LETTER(OL) FOOTNOTES:

------------------

[01] Tucker Carlson Tonight[01] A log of segments watched by Robert Colaco:
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/TCT-Segments-Watched-By-Robert-Colaco.pdf
http://www.openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/TCT-Segments-Watched-By-Robert-Colaco.pdf

------------------

[02] Michael Guerra[02][03][099][101][103][106][107] is my designated contact person at 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services(LACO DPSS).
openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html
http://www.openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html

------------------

[03] Michael Guerra[02][03][099][101][103][106][107] is my designated contact person at 
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the Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services(LACO DPSS).
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/

------------------

[04] ... trust the information that I have received by watching pretty much most of 
foxnews.com[04]
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/FNC-Segments-Watched-By-Robert-Colaco.pdf
http://www.openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/FNC-Segments-Watched-By-Robert-Colaco.pdf

------------------

[05]  Also, on the webpage that has your various most recent segments[05].

video.foxnews.com/playlist/on-air-tucker-carlson-tonight/
https://video.foxnews.com/playlist/on-air-tucker-carlson-tonight/

------------------

[06]  The Rubin Report
rubinreport.com
http://rubinreport.com

------------------

[07]  "Iraq" on Wikipedia
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/20200520_wikipedia-org_Iraq_all.pdf
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/20200520_wikipedia-org_Iraq_all.pdf

------------------

[08]  "Israel" on Wikipedia
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/20200520_wikipedia-org_Israel_all.pdf
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0007/20200520_wikipedia-org_Israel_all.pdf

------------------

[09]  ourlegalsystemisbroken.com[09] it states the following:
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/

------------------

[10] Robert's years of prayer,[10] 

cfaba.net/100
you will automatically be forwarded to where that document is published at: 
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thegoodnewsreport.net/files/tgnr100/100.html
http://thegoodnewsreport.net/files/tgnr100/100.html

------------------

[11] Oath of Allegiance

cfaba.org/cf01007.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01007.htm

------------------

[12] ... those who have accepted what Jesus Christ had done on the cross for them[12].

cfaba.net/trr
you will automatically be forwarded to where that document is published at: 
thechristianlifebible.org/files/the-roman-rd.pdf
http://thechristianlifebible.org/files/the-roman-rd.pdf

------------------

[13] Philippians 4:13
biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philippians+4%3A13&version=NKJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philippians+4%3A13&version=NKJV

------------------

FOOTNOTES FOR GENERALIZED FOOTERS AND LACO DPSS AND OR CA DSS:

[099] About LACO Board of Supervisors
bos.lacounty.gov/About-Us/Board-of-Supervisors
http://bos.lacounty.gov/About-Us/Board-of-Supervisors

[100] Political Bio - Robert Colaco
cfaba.org/cf01027.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01027.htm

[101] List of Open Letters/Emails sent to LACO DPSS and/or CA DSS From the very first 
e-mail dated December 14, 2012 at 1:07 PM also known as 20121214_1307, all the way until 
the present. We currently post them as we send them. 
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/

[102] The short story of why we think that Our Legal System Is Broken!
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/

[103] The short story of what we think is going on with our LACO DPSS and/or CA DSS 
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openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html
http://www.openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html

[104] An L.A. Times article that we reference: 
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20180531_PD_LATIMES-ProQuest.pdf
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20180531_PD_LATIMES-ProQuest.pdf

[105] A Los Angeles Daily News article that we reference 
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20180531_PD_ITEMS_1-4,6,8-10.pdf
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20180531_PD_ITEMS_1-4,6,8-10.pdf

I asked "Judge PALOMARES, please feel free to put into the records footnotes [100] to 
[105]."

[106] October 5, 2019 CFABA.ORG Starts sending.
To: Lawyers and Law Firms

October 5, 2019 Open Letter/News Release

Citizens For A Better America (R) (CFABA.ORG) looking for 
Lawyers and Law Firms across America.

"I, Robert Colaco, Founder of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG), 
am looking for lawyers and law firms that can bring minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar 
Class Action Lawsuits(TM) against several government entities and large private 
enterprise companies" ...

cfaba.net/lawyers
http://cfaba.net/lawyers

OR

openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf

[107] Subject:
A Special Commentary to all at [Page-domain]. THE LIE: (LACO DPSS) does not retaliate! 
WRONG!

THE LIE: 
(LACO DPSS) does not retaliate!
WRONG!

cfaba.net/thelie
you will automatically be forwarded to where that document is published at: 
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0005/THE-LIE_LACO-DPSS-does-not-retaliate_WRONG.pdf
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0005/THE-LIE_LACO-DPSS-does-not-retaliate_WRONG.pdf
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------------------

This was sent to you by:
CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG)
Federal regulatory body and ID number, F.E.C. ID #: C00278333 
California regulatory body and ID number, F.P.P.C. ID #: 1265022 
Voice: (818)574-8911

Our Contact Page:
cfaba.org/cf01003.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01003.htm

Our main website:

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG). 
CFABA.org
http://www.CFABA.org

Websites, "Our Legal System Is Broken!" and related:

"Our Legal System Is Broken!"
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/

List of Open Letters/Emails sent to LACO DPSS and/or CA DSS From the very first e-mail 
dated December 14, 2012 at 1:07 PM also known as 20121214_1307, all the way until the 
present. We currently post them as we send them. 

ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/

Webpage about our story about LACO DPSS and / or CA DSS
openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html
http://www.openletters.info/dpsslaca/index.html

Some of our Other websites:

OpenLetters.info
http://www.openletters.info/

Protectmarriage.info
http://www.protectmarriage.info/

Keepthecross.com
http://www.keepthecross.com/

Stateprops.com
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